Ad type: For sale

Category: Aircraft > Private Jets > Gulfstream > G650

Price: USD $44,195,000

Year: 2014

Location: TX, United States, North America + Canada

TTAF: 1,941

Aircraft Highlights:
Excellent Pedigree – One (1) U.S. Corporate Owner Since New 14 Passenger Aft Galley with Forward Crew Compartment
Engines Enrolled on Rolls-Royce CorporateCare® APU Enrolled on Honeywell MSP Gold SwiftBroadband & Gogo Biz®

Airframe / Engines / APU / Weight:

Airframe:
TTSN: 1,941 hours TLSN: 763 landings Time/Landings as of 27 May 2019

Engines:
Type: Rolls-Royce BR700-725A1-12 Plan: Rolls-Royce CorporateCare® #1 (Left) #2 (Right) Serial Number: 25245 25244 TTSN: 1,941 hours 1,941 hours TCSN: 763 cycles 763 cycles Times/Cycles as of 27 May 2019

APU:
Type: Honeywell RE220 Plan: Honeywell MSP Gold Serial Number: P-165 TTSN: 1,343 hours Time as of 27 May 2019

Avionics:
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**Interior & Entertainment:**

Passenger Seating: Fourteen (14) Passengers  Flight Observer Seat: Yes Crew Rest Compartment: Yes – Forward Configuration, Storage & Miscellaneous: This G650 Custom Aft Galley 14 Passenger Interior features a forward crew rest compartment, a forward lavatory, a three-zone main cabin, an aft lavatory, and an aft in-flight accessible baggage compartment. Cabin seating consists of a forward cabin four-place club, a mid-cabin four-place club, and two three-place berthing divans in the aft cabin. The forward cabin's two (2) forward-facing seats are powered and feature electric lumbar, a leg rest, berthing capability, memory pre-set, back cushion massage, and cushion heat. All other cabin single seats and the crew compartment seat are manually operated and feature electric lumbar, a leg rest, and berthing capability. There is a forward cabin bulkhead with electrically-operated pocket door separating the vestibule and the main cabin, and two mid-cabin removable curtains, one forward and one aft of the mid-cabin section, provide flexible privacy for various sleeping configurations in all three cabins. There is an additional curtain in the vestibule for the cockpit and a curtain that divides the galley and aft cabin. Electrically-operated console tables are in the forward and mid-cabin, and the interior features electrically-operated window shades with diffused light and black-out functions. Crew Compartment: Forward A Crew Compartment is located on the righthand side of the vestibule, forward of the main cabin. This compartment features a single seat with leg rest and berthing capability, an electrically operated console table, a pocket door, and a privacy switch. Cabin Management & Entertainment: The Gulfstream Cabin Management System (GCMS) includes wireless touch-screen passenger control units (iPad Touch), as well as other control interfaces to provide crew and passengers access to the various cabin systems such as environmental, electric window shades, and entertainment. An Alto cabin audio system is complimented by a high definition cabin video system consisting of a dual slot Blu-ray player with dual 160 GB media servers and two (2) USB ports, a forward right-hand cabin bulkhead 26” widescreen HD LCD monitor, an aft left-hand cabin bulkhead 26” widescreen HD LCD monitor, and a 12.1” HD LCD personal monitor is mounted in each cabin single seat's inboard armrest. Cabin entertainment equipment includes Gulfstream's CabinView™ Passenger Flight Information System, and an external camera system with three (3) cameras. The personal monitors are connected to CabinView™. Data & Communications: Internet access is available through the SwiftBroadband and Gogo Biz® ATG 4000 high-speed data systems via WiFi. An AirCell Axxess® II Iridium Satcom is interfaced to the Honeywell Inmarsat Satcom with both systems providing satellite voice calling via a forward cabin wireless handsets and a cockpit wired handset. Interior Finishes: The interior woodwork is finished in “Qtr English Comp Oak” and “Chesnut Burl” gloss veneers, and the main cabin features “Brushed Black Pearl Satin” decorative plating. Tai Ping “Fenton IV” grey wool/silk blend carpet is installed in the cabin. The cabin headliner is finished in “China White” Ultraleather®, the cabin upper sidewall panels are covered in “Muirfield-Off White” fabric, and the lower sidewall panels are finished in “Chatham-Phantom” leather. The main cabin seats are covered in “Binder Grey” leather, the divans are finished in “Tai-Antracite” fabric, and the crew rest seat is covered in “Chatham-Phantom” leather. “Black Quartz Polymer” countertops are installed in the galley and both lavatories. Galley: The galley features dual coffee makers, a microwave, a convection oven, a countertop with pullout work surface, a sink with faucet, dual ice drawers, a refrigerator with freezer, and multiple dedicated and miscellaneous storage drawers and compartments. Lavatories: Forward & Aft The forward left-hand lavatory features a vanity with sink and faucet and a vacuum toilet. The aft lavatory has a vanity with sink and faucet, a vacuum toilet, and a storage cabinet. Baggage Compartment: An in-flight accessible baggage compartment is aft of the aft lavatory.

**Exterior:**
The aircraft is painted overall “Snow White” with “Dark Blue” and “Chateau Margaux” stripes.

**Additional Equipment & Information:**


**Remarks:**
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Warranty: Gulfstream Primary & Secondary Structure – Twenty (20) years from delivery or 20,000 flight hours, whichever is shorter (Delivered April 22, 2014)

**Seller:**
Mesinger Jet Sales
URL: https://www.avbuyer.com/dealers/details/MesingerJetSales
Phone: +1 (303) 444 6766, Email: Josh@jetsales.com

**Sales Contact:**
Josh Mesinger Phone: +1 (303) 444 6766, Email: josh@jetsales.com